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Question

I What information do these figures miss?

I Tell us poverty status based on a money-metric definition of
poverty.

I Not a multidimensional assessment of poverty.

I Tell us who was poor at the time survey data were
collected.

I Not who will be poor in the future.
I Not who remains poor persistently.

I Tell us a yes/no binary indicator of poverty status.
I Not how far individuals are below the poverty line.
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Money-Metric Poverty Measures

I Define poverty based on some “poverty line” level of
income or consumption

I Today’s standard (World Bank): “Living on less than $1.90
per day”.

I Question: Why measure poverty with consumption vs.
income?

I Think of a farmer who grows and eats her own crop. How
much is her income? Is she poor?

I Allows for multiple variations of poverty measures:
I (1) Poverty headcount
I (2) Poverty gap
I (3) Inequality among the poor
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The Poverty Headcount Measure



Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) Poverty Measures
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I N is the sample size (or number of people).

I u is the poverty line (say, for example, $1.90 per day).

I ui measure of person i′s income or consumption level.

I Ii is an indicator variable: equals 1 if ui < u and 0
otherwise.

I Question: What happens when α is 0?
I The P0 FGT Measure is the poverty headcount measure.
I Do example on the board!
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I Question: What happens when α is 1?

I The P1 FGT Measure is a measure of the poverty gap.
I The relative distance between person i′s level of income or

consumption and the poverty line.
I Do example on the board!
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Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) Poverty Measures
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I Question: What happens when α is 2?

I The P2 FGT Measure is a measure of inequality among the
poor.

I The squared relative distance between person i′s level of
income or consumption and the poverty line.

I The larger the gap, the more severe poverty is for person i.
I Do example on the board!
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Question

I What information do these measures capture and miss?

I Tell us who is poor and by how much
I In the FGT Measures, α controls this detail.

I Tell us poverty status based on a money-metric definition of
poverty.

I Not a multidimensional assessment of poverty.

I Tell us who was poor at the time survey data were
collected.

I Not who will be poor in the future.
I Not who remains poor persistently.
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Forward-Looking Poverty Measures
Carter and Barrett (2006)

I Why a “forward-looking” measure of poverty?
I Question: How helpful are “backward-looking” measures

of poverty to policy-makers?

I Consider two different states of the world
I State A: 33% of the population is poor, and it is always the

same people year after year.
I State B: 33% of the population is poor, but it is always

different people year after year.

I Question: Can “backward-looking” measures of poverty
distinguish between these two states of the world?

I Panel data allows for “always,” “sometimes,” and “never”
poor distinctions.

I Cannot distinguish between different types of poverty
status transitions.

I Good/bad luck vs. structural change (e.g. accumulation of
productive assets).
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Introducing: The Asset Poverty Line
Carter and Barrett (2006)



“Structurally” poor
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“Stochastically” poor (poor by chance)
Carter and Barrett (2006)
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Question

I What are the weaknesses of asset-based measures (so far)?

I Similar to standard money-metric measures, these measures
depend on an arbitrary standard of living.

I How do we set a sensible income/consumption and asset
poverty line?

I This “static” asset poverty line does not account for any
predictable future changes in the assets of the poor.

I Are the “structurally poor” likely to remain as such into
the foreseeable future?

I Are the “stochastically poor” likely to escape poverty in
the future?

I For more detail see the full article by Carter and Barrett
(2006)
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Non-Money-Metric Poverty Measures
Subjective Well-Being

I Income/consumption is an approximation for well-being
(why? Is this true?)

I Why not just measure well-being?
I “Please imagine a ladder with steps numbered from zero at

the bottom to 10 at the top. The top of the ladder
represents the best possible life for you and the bottom of
the ladder represents the worst possible life for you. On
which step of the ladder would you say you personally feel
you stand at this time?” (Cantril’s Ladder, via Gallup Inc.)

I Lots of examples of research using subjective well-being
(so-called “economics of happiness”)
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Subjective Well-Being and Poverty

I A conceptual problem when using subjective well-being to
measure poverty

I “Judging importance by the mental metric of happiness or
desire-fulfillment can take a deeply biased form due to the
fact that the mental reactions often reflect defeatist
compromises with harsh reality induced by hopelessness.
The insecure sharecropper, the exploited landless laborer,
the overworked domestic servant, the subordinate
housewife, may all come to terms with their respective
predicaments in such a way that grievance and discontent
are submerged in cheerful endurance by the necessity of
uneventful survival” (Amartya Sen, 1984).

I Question: With this in mind, how could using subjective
well-being measures lead to “unfortunate” policy outcomes
for the poor?
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Non-Money-Metric Poverty Measures
Measuring Hope

I Perhaps a better concept to measure is... hope.
I Since “defeatist compromises” are “induced by

hopelessness”

I Psychologists have been quantifying hope for decades
(since the 1950s).

I Most of this work is in the context of US/European
university or clinical settings.

I Not clear if these measurement methods translate well to
developing country contexts.

I Bloem et al. (2018) adapt the standard measurement
method, used by psychologists, and find it relatively
performs well in rural Myanmar.
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“Hope Scale”
As developed by psychologists

I Asks the respondent to state the degree in which they
agree to the following statements:

1. “If I should find myself in a jam, I could think of many
ways to get out of it.”

2. “At the present time, I am energetically pursuing my goals.”
3. “There are lots of ways around any problem that I am

facing now.”
4. “Right now, I see myself as being pretty successful.”
5. “I can think of many ways to reach my current goals.”
6. “At this time, I am meeting the goals that I have set for

myself.”

I Answer questions using a zero - ten ordinal scale.



Aspirations

I Measured by asking about specific aspirations directly

1. “What level of [dimension k] do you have at the present
time?”

2. “What level of [dimension k] would you like to
have/achieve?”

I “k” can be income, education, remittances, savings, or
anything that most people in a given context want to
achieve in life.



“Aspirational Hope”
Lybbert and Wydick (2018)



Question

I What information do these measures capture and miss?

I Provide a much more holistic assessment of poverty.
I Compared to more narrowly defined money-metric poverty

measures.

I Do not tell us precisely who is poor and by how much.
I Trade-off with more carefully defined money-metric poverty

definitions.

I Might be able to tell us who will be poor in the future.
I We are still learning about this idea.
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Role Models in Movies (Riley 2018)
An example of the “hope mechanism”

I Researchers randomly chose students in Uganda to watch
Queen of Katwe or a “placebo” movie before their national
exams.

I Higher pass rate on the exam among students who watched
the movie.

I This effect is strongest among girls and lower ability
students.

I Future research questions:
I Do measures of hope actually predict future poverty status?
I What do these research findings practically mean for policy?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4l3-_yub5A
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12 Take-Home Points

I This list is adapted from Hickel and Kenny (2018), Center
for Global Development

1. There is no single simple narrative of global poverty
alleviation. Much depends on which measure we use or
favor.

2. There are lots of problems with global income and
consumption data. Data sources are imperfect and results
depend on methodological choices.

3. The $1.90/day poverty line is arbitrary and generally not
an adequate level of consumption. Some suggest the line
should be as high as $7.40/day or even $15/day.



12 Take-Home Points

4. Aggregate numbers can hide a wide range of experiences.
Most figures only report the average, many people have
vastly different outcomes.

5. Poverty measured at $1.90/day has decreased, but poverty
measured at $7.40/day has declined more slowly. 70.8% in
1981 and 58.1% in 2013.

6. The absolute number of people living under $1.90/day has
decreased, but the absolute number of people living under
$7.40/day has risen. 3.19 billion in 1981 and 4.16 billion in
2013.
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7. The global “poverty gap” for both $1.90/day and
$7.40/day poverty has decreased.

8. Most of the reduction in global poverty, since the 1980s,
has come from East Asia and Pacific Islands. In the rest of
the world, most aggregate poverty measures remain largely
constant.

9. Since 2002, every developing region has seen a decline in
the proportion of people living in poverty. The Middle
East, South Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa have seen a rise
in the absolute number of people living under $7.40.



12 Take-Home Points

10. Income and consumption are limited measures of poverty.
Poverty is a multidimensional concept and relates to more
than simply consumption figures.

11. The present rate of poverty reduction is too slow to end
$1.90/day poverty by 2030, or $7.40/day poverty in any of
our lifetimes.

12. Perhaps a more important (or morally relevant) measure is
the extent of global poverty relative to the world’s capacity
to end it. (This refers to global inequality.) By this
measure, we are failing—perhaps more than ever.
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